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Abstract

This study aims at exploring ink spreading, which causes sig-
nificant colour deviations in ink-jet printing. We present a
method for investigating this phenomenon by considering
only a limited number of cases. Using a combinatorial ap-
proach based on Pólya’s counting theory, we determine a
small set of ink drop configurations which allows to deduce
the ink spreading in all other cases. This improves the estima-
tion of the area covered by each ink combination which is
crucial in colour prediction models. Such models simplify the
calibration of ink-jet printers.

Keywords: ink spreading, Pólya counting, halftones, ink-jet
printing, dot gain, calibration.

Introduction

In previous publications,5,6 we presented a colour prediction
model for halftoned samples which is based on a new mathe-
matical formulation of the Kubelka-Munk equations. This
new model requires, like Neugebauer-based methods,13 an
estimation of the area covered by each ink density combina-
tion. This estimation needs to be computed by simulating the
printing process.

In ink-jet printing, the superposition of ink drops causes
a significant dot gain, i.e. a change of the covered area (see
Figure 1). When ink drops are printed one over another or just
partially overlap, an ink spreading process takes place. This
phenomenon results from a complex physical interaction be-
tween the ink drops and the surface of the printed media.
Changing the inks or the paper modifies the magnitude of the
spreading and induces colour prediction errors ranging up to

 in CIELAB.
According to observations made under the microscope,

the spreading depends on the state of the surface (“wet” or
“dry”) and the configuration of the neighbouring impacts. In
our previous study,6 we analysed samples made of two ink
layers, and deduced a set of empirical rules describing the en-
largement of the impact of an ink drop. For each ink-paper
combination twelve enlargement coefficients were estimated
by observing samples under the microscope. This approach
lead to accurate colour predictions but it had two major draw-
backs: firstly, the simulated dot shapes are not realistic; sec-
ondly, the number of different configurations and the number
of enlargement coefficients increases dramatically with the
number of ink layers.

Therefore, a new investigation method is proposed. It
based on an impact model whose shape changes as a func
of the configuration of the neighbouring impacts and of th
state of the surface. Since the number of configurations
high, Pólya’s counting theory is used to find a reduced set
cases whose analysis allows to deduce the spreading in
other configurations. By building samples with this reduce
set, standard measuring instruments can be used to estim
the ink spreading. This information will be used by our colou
prediction model in order to compute accurately the spec
of printed samples.

E∆ 20=

Figure 1. Microscopic views of a halftoned cyan sample (a) and
of a green halftoned sample (b). The green sample (b) is made o

the same cyan layer as (a) and covered with a uniform yellow
layer. Note the enlargement of the cyan clusters in (b).

(a)

(b)

Paper

Cyan cluster

Yellow ink

Cyan cluster
covered with
yellow ink
* Proceedings of the 8th IS&T/SID Color Imaging Conference: Color Science and Engineering, November 7-10, 2000,
Scottsdale, Arizona, USA, pp. 335-341.
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The impact model

In our colour prediction software,6 high resolution grids mod-
el the printed surface. One grid is used for each ink. The value
of a grid point corresponds to the local amount of a given dye
(see Figure 2). The density profile of an isolated ink impact
was measured under a microscope and approximated by a
parabolic function.3 The resulting ink impact model (see Fig-
ure 2) is used as a stamp. Wherever an ink drop hits the sur-
face of the printed media, the impact model is stamped at the
same location on the high resolution grid. Stamp overlapping
is additive.

In a colour print using inks, the ink combination cov-
ering a surface element at position is given by the set
of values of the grid points in the superposed high
resolution grids. The area covered by a given combination of

inks is estimated by counting the number of surface ele-
ments having the same set of  values.

So far, the impact model has a circular or an ellipti
shape. Let us extend this model by using more sophistica
shapes. This allows to model the ink spreading phenomen
by modifying the shape of an impact according to the confi
uration of its neighbouring ink drop impacts and the state
the surface.

Most ink-jet printers use a hexagonal grid when printin
in colour. Hence, each impact has six neighbours. Therefo
the circumference of an impact is parametrised by six vecto
having a common origin at the impact centre. Each vector
oriented to the direction of the midpoint between two neig
bouring impacts (see Figure 3). Let us denote (
the length of the vector which is oriented in the direction giv
en by the angle . The shape of the im
pact is approximated by a parametric curve which joins t
vertices defined by the six vectors.

Let us denote the equation in polar coordinate
of this parametric curve. Since we assume that a neighb
influences only locally the shape of the impact, the param
ric curve depends only on and when . In
order to get realistic impact shapes, we interpolate the valu
of the radius between and by using a polynomi
of degree three:

(1)

where  and .

We assume that the density at the location defined
the polar coordinates  ( ) is given by:

(2)

n
x y,( )

n x y,( ) n

n
n

Figure 2. High resolution grid modelling the printed surface. The
value of a grid point corresponds to the local amount of dye. The

density profile of an isolated ink impact is parabolic.
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Figure 3. Six vectors define the circumference of the impact. Th
dashed circles indicate the locations of neighbouring impacts.
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where is the density at the centre of the impact. Note that
a circular impact ( constant) has a parabolic density pro-
file as observed in our previous study.3

The amount of dye remains constant during the spread-
ing process, only the spatial distribution is changed. There-
fore, the maximal density at the centre of the impact must
decrease when the impact is enlarged. By integrating relation
(2) over the area occupied by the impact, we get the total
amount of dye within the impact (see Appendix). Since this
amount must remain constant, we get the following relation
for :

(3)

where and are respectively the radius and the maximal
density at the centre of an isolated circular impact which did
not spread.

This new impact model allows to simulate the spreading
by changing the six coefficients according to the configu-
ration of the neighbours and the state of the surface.

Pólya counting

As we pointed out in the previous section, most ink-jet print-
ers use a hexagonal grid when printing in colour. So each im-
pact has six neighbours whose centres are the corners of a
regular hexagon. In a three-ink colour print, each pixel of the
printed surface is in one of the following four states: no ink,

covered with one ink drop, covered with two ink drops o
covered with three ink drops. Since an impact has six neig
bours, there are possible neighbour configur
tions. On the considered centre point, a new ink drop
printed on a surface which is in one of the following thre
states: dry (no ink), covered with one ink drop or covere
with two ink drops. Therefore, there are con
figurations to consider.

Among these configurations, many are equivale
by reflection or by rotation. Note that there are twelve sym
metries which bring a regular hexagon onto itself: six rot
tions and six reflections (see Figure 4). By considering on
non-equivalent configurations, the number of cases to a
lyse can be reduced.

At the beginning of the century, the mathematicia
George Pólya developed a theory for this kind of countin
problem.11 Later, his work was translated into English12 and
became known in the mathematical literature as “Pólya
counting theory.” In the forthcoming discussion, we prese
only how to apply this theory to our problem. Good present
tions of Pólya’s counting theory can be found in textbooks1

As mentioned above, there are twelve geometric m
tions, six rotations and six reflections, which act as permu
tions of the corners of the regular hexagon. Let us denote

, , , and the rotations by an angle of
, , , and re-

spectively. Furthermore, we denote , , the refle
tions whose axes are the lines , , respectivel
and , , the reflections whose axes are the med
tors of the segments , , respectively. This s
of twelve symmetries with the composition operation has
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Figure 4. There are six rotations and six reflections which
bring a regular hexagon onto itself.

Table 1: Cycle factorisations and monomials of the
group acting on the corners of the hexagon

Symmetry Cycle factorization Monomial

[a], [b], [c], [d], [e], [f]

[a,b,c,d,e,f]

[a,c,e], [b,d,f]

[a,d], [b,e], [c,f]

[a,e,c], [b,f,d]

[a,f,e,d,c,b]

[a], [d], [b,f], [c,e]

[b], [e], [a,c], [d,f]

[c], [f], [a,e], [b,d]

[a,b], [c,f], [d,e]

[b,c], [a,d], [e,f]

[c,d], [a,f], [b,e]
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group structure:9 the unit element is , each symmetry has
an inverse, and the composition of two symmetries is still a
symmetry. Let us denote this group . The group is acting
on the set of corners of the hexagon.

By applying the same operation, one of the symmetries
listed in Table 1, iteratively to the hexagon, the corners fol-
low cyclic trajectories. After a finite number of iterations,
each corner gets back to the starting point. For instance, by
applying iteratively the rotation to the corner (a) of Figure
4, we get the cycle : is first moved to , then to ,
and finally comes back to . Note that for a given symmetry,
an individual corner belongs only to one cycle. A classical re-
sult from group theory shows that each element of acting
on the set of corners of the hexagon can be factorized into dis-
joint cycles.10 The factorisations of the elements of are
listed in the second column of Table 1. The reflection , for
instance, is factorized into two cycles of one corner ( and

) and two cycles of two corners (  and ).
Let the variable correspond to a cycle having cor-

ners. To each symmetry we associate a monomial which is
the product of the ( )’s according to the cycle factorization,
as shown in the third column of Table 1. The reflection is
associated with .

The sum of the monomials divided by the number of the
symmetries of the group  is called the cycle index:

(4)

Let us denote be the number of states in which a corner
can be. According to Pólya’s theory,2 the number of non-
equivalent hexagons is:

(5)

Therefore, the number of non-equivalent configurations
of six neighbouring ink drop impacts being in one of states
is given by . Furthermore, a new drop is printed on
a surface which is in one of states. So finally, the total
number of non-equivalent configurations is:

(6)

In colour prints using three inks, we have states
(no ink, one ink drop, two ink drops, three ink drops). Hence
the number of non-equivalent configurations is . In
four-ink-printing ( ), rises to . Note that for two
inks  and  drops to .

Other geometric shapes, as for instance non-regular hex-
agons, are mapped onto themselves by other groups of sym-
metries. But the same procedure can be applied to find the
number of non-equivalent configurations.

Remember that Pólya’s counting requires three steps:
first, defining the group of symmetries acting on the set of
corners, second, factorizing each permutation into cycles, and
third, calculating the cycle index polynomial.

A simplified model of ink spreading

The spreading process is a complex interaction between
inks and the printed surface. It is strongly related to physic
properties like wettability and solvent absorption. Therefo
the inks behave differently on every surface. Furthermore, t
number of cases in three-ink-printing ( ) is too larg
for performing exhaustive measurements.

We propose a simplified model of ink spreading. Firs
the geometry of the problem is simplified.15,16The hexagon
is subdivided into six triangles which share the centre
the hexagon as a common vertex (see Figure 5). Second,
spreading in the direction of the mediator of the segme

is supposed to depend only on the state of the neig
bours located in and , and the state of the surface at
centre  of the hexagon.

This simplified geometry allows to define a group o
symmetries acting on the segment , because only a

play equivalent roles in the triangle . The group
has two elements: the rotation by the null angle, and t
reflection whose axis is the mediator of the segme

. The cycle factorisations and the monomials of th
group  are listed in Table 2. The cycle index is:
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Table 2: Cycle factorisations and monomials of the
group  of symmetries acting on the segment [a,b]

Symmetry Cycle factorization Monomial

[a], [b]

[a,b]
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O

Figure 5. A simplified geometry: the hexagon is subdivided into
six triangles which share the centre of the hexagon as a commo
vertex. The spreading of the ink drop impact in the direction of the

mediator of  depends only on the state of ,  and .a b,[ ] O a b
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Finally, the total number of non-equivalent configura-
tions is given by combining equation (6) and equation (7):

(8)

where  is the number of states of a neighbour.
According to relation (8), in two-ink-printing ( )

we must consider cases; in three-ink-printing
( ), we must consider cases; and in four-ink -
printing ( ), we must consider  cases.

These sets of cases are small enough for performing ex-
haustive measurements in order to calibrate the ink spreading
model. From each case, we can deduce the value of a coeffi-
cient which is used by our impact model defined previous-
ly. The shape of a simulated impact depends on six
coefficients which are related to the configuration of the
neighbouring impacts and the state of the surface.

Enumerating the configurations

Pólya’s counting theory gives the number of configurations
which must be considered in order to calibrate the ink spread-
ing model. The configurations themselves are computed by
other means. There are powerful generating algorithms,14but
for the sake of simplicity, a naive sieve method is used. The
computer generates the list of all configurations. Considering
the first configuration, all equivalent configurations are re-
moved from the list. The computer applies this procedure to
the next configuration of the list until the end of the list is
reached. The non-equivalent configurations for two-ink-
printing are listed in Figure 6.

Prediction results and discussion

The new ink spreading model was combined with our colour
prediction method6 in order to predict the spectra of six series
of 25 samples. Each series was printed using two inks. All se-
ries were produced with a clustered dither algorithm with 33
tone levels. Three series were printed with an HP-DJ560C
printer on “Ilford Inkjet Photo Paper”,7 and three series were
printed with an EPSON Stylus Color printer on “EPSON
glossy photo quality” paper.

The ink spreading coefficients are given in Figure 6. For
each ink-paper combination, the radius of an isolated cir-
cular impact was measured accurately under the microscope.
The corresponding coefficients were estimated visualy un-
der the microscope, and tuned for five samples by several
simulation iterations.

Using our method we computed the spectra of 150 sam-
ples. The prediction results are encouraging: the average pre-
diction error between computed spectra and measured spectra
is about and the maximal error is in CIE-
LAB (see Table 3).

The magenta ink of the HP printer is fluorescent. Ther
fore an advanced spectral prediction model4 was used to
compute the spectra of the samples produced with this in
Since fluorescence is out of the scope of this article, we foc
the discussion on the Cyan-Yellow samples.

P z1 z2,( )
1
2
--- z1

2
z2+( )⋅=

N k 1–( ) P k k,( )⋅ k 1–( ) k k 1+( )⋅ ⋅
2

---------------------------------------------= =

k
k 3=

N 12=
k 4= N 30=

k 5= N 60=

r i
r i

12

r0

r i

E∆ 2= E∆ 5.5=

Table 3: Prediction results in CIELAB

Series Maximal

Cyan-Magenta on
HP printer

2.88 3.21 5.53

Cyan-Yellow on
HP printer

2.03 2.38 5.38

Magenta-Yellowon
HP printer

1.67 1.80 2.67

Cyan-Magenta on
EPSON printer

1.72 1.92 4.26

Cyan-Yellow on
EPSON printer

1.98 2.21 4.18

Magenta-Yellowon
EPSON printer

1.59 1.77 3.11

r=1. r=1. r=1.05 r=1.05

r=1. r=1. r=1.6 r=1.2

r=1. r=1. r=1.2 r=1.2

r=1. r=1. r=1.6 r=1.2

r=1.1 r=1. r=1.2 r=1.1

r=1. r=1. r=1.15 r=1.

Figure 6. List of the 12 non-equivalent configurations in a two-
ink-print. The dashed circles indicate the locations of neighbours
which are not covered with ink. The white disks correspond to
one ink drop, and the black disks correspond to two ink drops

The vectors indicate the orientation of the spreading. The
magnitude of the spreading of HP-inks printed on Ilford paper
and the magnitude of the spreading of EPSON-inks printed on

EPSON paper are respectively given in the columns entitled HP
and EPSON, where .r r i r0⁄=

HP EPSON HP EPSON

E∆
E∆ 2∑

n
----------------- E∆
5
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Figure 7 shows how our ink spreading model improve
colour prediction. We consider 25 samples printed with cya
and yellow inks on Ilford paper with an HP DJ560C print
er.The measured and computed spectra of the 25 samples
converted into CIE-XYZ values. Figure 7a shows the devi
tion between measured and computed colours taking
spreading into account; and Figure 7b shows the deviation
tween measured and computed colours without taking i
spreading into account. The spectra of samples made w
only one ink are well predicted because almost no ink sprea
ing occurs (samples in the white-yellow and white-cyan co
our domain). Without taking ink spreading into account, th
prediction error is higher than in CIELAB for sam-
ples made of two inks, since ink spreading is favoured b
printing ink drops one over another. Therefore, we have lar
deviations for samples in the cyan-yellow-green colour d
main.

The measured and predicted spectra of the cyan a
green samples presented respectively in Figure 1a and Fig
1b are given in Figure 8a and Figure 8b. Remember that sa
ple (b) is made of the same cyan layer as sample (a) and c
ered with a uniform yellow layer. In spite of the absence o
absorption of the yellow ink at , the measured reflec
tion coefficient of sample (b) is lower than the one of samp
(a) at this wavelength (compare Figure 8b and Figure 8
This difference is explained by ink spreading. The cyan in
covers a larger area with a lower density, and therefore p
duces a higher light absorption. Note that in the case of sa
ple (b), the prediction error is about if ink spreadin
is not taken into account.

Conclusions

We introduced a new method for investigating ink spreadin
The spreading process was modelled by enlarging the d
impact according to the configuration of its neighbours an
the state of the surface. The number of cases which must
analysed is reduced to a small set by using Pólya’s count
theory. In a three-ink-printing process, only 30 cases must
considered instead of . In a two-ink-process
this figure goes down to 12 cases instead of

The printing process was simulated by stamping impac
of different shapes on high resolution grids. Each shape is
termined by 6 radii. The values of each radius are estima
by a visual observation of the cases given by Pólya’s counti
theory. This allowed us to compute the relative areas occ
pied by the various ink combinations in a two-ink-proces
We predicted accurately the spectra of 150 samples produ
by two different printers. The average prediction error
about and the maximal error is in CIE-
LAB.

Our ink spreading model can also improve advanc
Neugebauer-based colour prediction methods since they
quire an accurate estimation of the area covered by each
combination. Currently we are extending our investigation
three-ink combinations.
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Figure 7. Deviations between computed and measured colours of
25 samples in CIE-XYZ space: (a) taking ink spreading into

account, (b) without taking ink spreading into account. The dot
indicates the measured colour, and the other end of the segment
indicates the computed colour. The 25 samples were printed with
cyan and yellow inks on Ilford paper using an HP DJ560C printer.

(a)

(b)

White

Yellow

Cyan

Green

450 500 550 600 650 700
nm

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

R C=25.%, Y=100.% dE=2.9

450 500 550 600 650 700
nm

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

R C=25.%, Y=0.% dE=1.66

Figure 8. Measured spectra (continuous lines) and predicted
spectra (dashed lines) of the halftoned cyan sample shown in

Figure 1a (25% ink coverage), and of the green sample shown in
Figure 1b (superposition of a cyan layer at 25% ink coverage and

a yellow layer at 100% ink coverage).

(a)

(b)
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Appendix: Total amount of dye within an ink
drop impact

The density profile of an ink drop impact is given by equation
(2). The total amount of dye within an ink drop impact is
obtained by integrating equation (2) over the area covered by
the impact:

(9)

During the spreading process, the amount of dye re-
mains constant. We can establish a relation between the max-
imal density at the centre of a drop which did not spread,
and the density at the centre of a drop which spread, by
calculating  in both cases.

Within an isolated circular impact ( ) which did
not spread ( ), the total amount of dye is:

(10)

Let us now consider an ink drop which spread. In this
case, is defined piecewise as shown in equation (1). The
integral in equation (9) can be written:

(11)

where . By integrating in equation (11)

with respect to variable , we get:

(12)

In the next step, the following change of variable is per-
formed: . The integral (12) can be
written:

(13)

By integrating in equation (13) with respect to variable , we
get:

(14)

Finally, by combining equations (10) and (14) we obtain
relation (3).
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